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Abstract: Tianjin Port is one of the largest ports in northern China. Liquefied natural gas (LNG) ships
are one of the most special ship types, and their navigation safety and efficiency has become the top
concern of the port authority. There are two LNG berths at the port, and the annual arrivals, which
reach more than 100, increasingly influence other ships. The objective of this study is to evaluate
the influence of LNG ships on other ships in a quantitative way. To realize this, a simulation system
is established by analyzing the factors affecting waterway transit efficiency. The software Arena is
adopted to simulate the arrival and departure of the ships at Tianjin Port and to simulate how the
average waiting time and the average queue length in the port area are affected by the LNG ships.
A traffic system for the two ship types is formulated, and the mutual influences between them are
expressed by the inbound and outbound waterway states. The simulations are performed under
both existing and new ship traffic regulations. Cases in which the number of LNG ships gradually
increases are simulated comprehensively. The simulation model as well as the results can serve as a
good reference for the local port authority in the formulation of traffic regulations.

Keywords: LNG ships; traffic organization; discrete-time simulation; port waterway capacity

1. Introduction

Liquefied natural gas (LNG) transportation by ship plays a vital role in the economic
development of the regions surrounding ports, and even the whole country [1,2]. LNG
has advantages in terms of safety, reliability, environmental-friendliness, cost-effectiveness,
flexibility, and convenience [3]. The LNG shipping industry has developed rapidly, and
the volumes of LNG transportation and ship traffic have been increasing in recent years
all around the world [4,5]. China has also built many large LNG terminals at eastern and
southern coastal sea ports, including Dalian, Caofeidian, Tianjin, and Dongjiakou [6]. Fur-
thermore, some ports have built or plan to build two or more LNG berths to accommodate
more LNG ships. On the other hand, the navigation safety of LNG ships, along with that of
other ships including those carrying crude oil, LPG, and various chemicals, are among the
top concerns of the Maritime Safety Administrations (MSA) because these materials are
highly hazardous due to their flammable, highly polluting, or explosive properties [7,8]. In
particular, LNG ships are typically big and carry large volumes of dangerous gas. Should
an accident occur, it may bring disastrous consequences to the port as well as the environ-
ment [9,10]. It may even lead to the closure of the whole port for a long time, which would
sacrifice the port’s efficiency to a large degree [11].
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Due to the high-risk nature of LNG ships, their traffic management requirements when
entering and leaving port waterways are much stricter than those of other ship types. For
instance, LNG ships in the port area are usually isolated at a certain distance from other
navigating ships (this is referred to as ‘exclusivity’). According to the China Design Code for
Sea Ports [12], there should be no other ships ahead of an LNG ship when it is entering or
leaving a port waterway, and the ships following an LNG ship should keep a sufficiently
safe distance. It also suggests that when an LNG ship is navigating a waterway, it should
be convoyed by a certain number of ships, that traffic control should be carried out, and
that other ships should be prohibited from entering the mobile safety zone of the LNG ship.

Given their strict navigation safety requirements, LNG ships can potentially impact
the navigation efficiency of other ships in port waters [13]. LNG ships usually have higher
priority, so other ships have to wait for longer, and this results in the sacrificing of the traffic
efficiency of other ships navigating the same waterways. This would be more apparent in
ports with double or multiple LNG berths [14].

The measures taken to ensure the navigation safety of LNG ships also significantly
affect the loading and unloading volumes of ships, as well as port operation efficiency,
making the contradiction between the safety and efficiency of LNG ships entering and
leaving port a prominent issue [15]. Consequently, it is meaningful to investigate the
influence of LNG ships on the overall efficiency of other ships in port waterways. In this
paper, a traffic simulation model is proposed to perform a quantitative evaluation of this
impact with an increase in LNG ships as well as other ships. Tianjin Port, which has dual
LNG berths and which has seen an increase in LNG ship traffic, was selected as the case
study.

The Tianjin Sinopec LNG Pier is located in the east basin of Tianjin Port’s “Dagang
area”, and LNG berth I is located at the north end of the east basin’s east mole, with a pier
axis line direction of 090◦–270◦. LNG berth II is located on the inside of the east mole’s
breakwater and on the northeast side of the first LNG berth, with a pier axis line direction
of 045◦–225◦. The two berths are adjacent to each other at about 160 m, and their maximum
docking ship type is an LNG ship with a volume of 266,000 m3. Ships using the two berths
share the waters of the same basin when turning around, and they share the same “Dagang
area” waterway when entering and leaving the port. At the end of 2021, the ‘double berth’
at Tianjin Sinopec LNG Pier, which has an annual waterway transit capacity of 10.8 million
tons/year, was put into operation. The piers’ locations are shown in Figure 1. Both LNG
ships and other ships share the Dagang Port waterway when entering and leaving the
port waters. Their mutual influence when navigating further impacts the overall traffic
efficiency.
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The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 includes a literature review of
the research on ship traffic flow simulations along with a discussion on the lack of LNG
ship traffic studies. The traffic simulation model, which considers the restrictions on both
LNG ships and other ships in terms of waterway conditions, environment, and traffic
rules, is formulated in Section 3. Section 4 introduces the construction of the simulation
model, which was performed using Arena software (version 14.00.00). Section 5 presents
the simulation results and discusses the waiting times and numbers of waiting ships when
the numbers of LNG ships and other ships increase. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Literature Review

LNG ships are one of the most dangerous ship types in port operations. Aneziris
et al. [16] performed a systematic literature review on safety assessments of LNG ships.
Their focus was on risk assessments during storing and transferring. They pointed out that
hazard and risk evaluations from regulations, standards, and guidelines are essential for
the safe operation of LNG ships. The case of Meizhou Bay was studied, and the objective
was to support the maneuver decisions for LNG ships when entering and leaving the
port. Park [17] studied the estimations of facilities in LNG bunkering terminals using a
simulation for Busan Port. The objective of the study was to estimate the LNG infrastructure
requirements by predicting future demand. Park [18] further investigated the influence of
demand fluctuations in different seasons on overall profit. The objective is to maximize
profits by finding the optimum occupancy. Within the existing research, few studies
have focused on the influence of LNG ships on other ships when entering and leaving
port waterways. With respect to ship delays in port waterways, Durlik [19] performed
a statistical analysis of ship delays while considering ship traffic regulation restrictions
using the Świnoujście–Szczecin Fairway as a case study. However, a statistical analysis can
only evaluate the present ship traffic situation; it is unable to predict future trends in ship
waiting times. Thus, the traffic efficiency of ports which receive LNG ship traffic should be
investigated using a new methodology.

Traffic simulations are one of the most effective tools for evaluating ship traffic effi-
ciency under different conditions from a macro perspective [20,21]. The main idea is to
randomly create the ship traffic flow in accordance with historical data, and to run the
whole process for each ship, from arrival to departure, under various restrictions [22]. The
restrictions are mainly caused by other ships, waterways, and environmental conditions,
among other things. The tendencies of the ships’ waiting times and queue lengths with
increased ship traffic volume can then be obtained by changing the relevant parameters.
Many methodologies have been proposed. Qi et al. [23] introduced the idea of cellular
automata (CA) into a ship traffic simulation and proposed a spatial–logical mapping (SLM)
model that would consider safety issues based on a dynamic ship domain model. The
model was then applied to the Singapore Strait, and the results indicated that the SLM
model is effective in reducing the probability of ships changing their lanes. It also indicated
that the ship traffic volume would decrease when the proportion of large ships increased.

Some research has focused on ship scheduling in straits. Mavrakis and Kontinakis [24]
investigated the ship traffic scheduling in the Bosporus Strait using queue theory. The
interactions between southbound and northbound traffic was considered, and the restric-
tions resulting from weather conditions, channel dimensions, and ship traffic regulations
were included in the simulation system. The results indicated that a linear increase in
ship volume would result in an exponential increase in both average and maximum wait-
ing time, suggesting that the existing scheduling method should be enhanced to a large
degree in order to accommodate more ships. Although there is no LNG ship traffic in
the Bosporus Strait, this simulation procedure is a good reference for the present study.
Ramin et al. [25] investigated the ship traffic density at Port Klang and in the Straits of
Malacca. The exponential smoothing method was proposed to predict the future traffic
density, and it achieved satisfactory precision. The results could be a useful reference for
future ship traffic simulation studies involving LNG ships.
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Compared to centralized ship traffic scheduling, distributive scheduling methods
have attracted growing attention. Moreover, the software Arena is one of the most used
tools in the performance of discrete-time system simulations. It has been used in different
areas, such as warehouse loading and unloading simulations [26] and emergency services
simulations [27]. Oljira et al. [28] constructed a manufacturing system using Arena to
evaluate the performance of a mineral water production line system. The simulation model
helped to optimize the production line by eliminating bottlenecks; the throughput was
increased from 21.12% to 54.03%, and the cycle time was also reduced to a large degree.
Guneri and Seker [29] used Arena software to test the real performance of a workshop
using a simulation which tested the performance of the system in a safer mode. Rasib [30]
investigated ways of improving production smoothness in the food manufacturing industry
using Arena. Some improvement strategy suggestions were tested based on the simulation
results, and the most effective ones were identified. In summary, Arena software is an
effective tool for simulating discrete-time systems and testing the effectiveness of different
optimization strategies in a low-cost way.

Motivated by the research outlined above, a few researchers also began using Arena in
ship traffic simulations. For instance, Wang et al. [31,32] proposed a hybrid self-organizing
scheduling (HSOS) method for restricted two-way waterways using Arena software. Small
ships were given higher priority than large ships travelling in the same direction. When
the large ships began to accumulate, they were then given higher priority to enhance
the overall efficiency. Moreover, a vessel traffic system (VTS) center controlled the traffic
directions to maintain balance. The results indicated that the HSOS method can greatly
enhance efficiency. Using Arena software, Wang et al. [33] further investigated the effects
of different parameters on overall efficiency in navigation environments with varied ship
speeds. The following indicators were considered in the sensitivity analysis: mean value
and variance of ship speed, channel length, safety distance, and arrival rate. The results
indicated that the mean ship speed value was the most sensitive parameter, while the safety
distance was the least sensitive parameter. These results are useful for finding ways of
enhancing overall efficiency.

Within the existing research on waterway traffic scheduling and simulations, few
studies have focused on the influence of ships with special safety requirements (e.g., LNG
ships) on other ships. There is also a lack of effective methods for simulating LNG ship
traffic as well as that of other ships in port waters. In order to fill this research gap, this study
proposes a waterway traffic simulation model for Tianjin Port which considers the strict
safety requirements of LNG ships under double LNG berth conditions. Through analyzing
the main factors influencing the waterway transit capacity of ‘double LNG berths’, this
study simulated the arrival and departure of both LNG ships other ships in the waterway
using Arena software. Two indexes—the ships’ average waiting time and the average
queue length—were introduced to analyze the impact of increasing numbers of LNG ships
on the waterway capacity during the ‘double berth’ operation so as to provide a reference
for formulating a port traffic organization scheme under an LNG ‘double berth’ centralized
layout. The novelty of the proposed method lies in that it can perform a quantitative
evaluation of the influence of LNG ships on other ships in port waterways under different
parameter settings. The simulation system can predict future trends brought about by
an increase in arriving LNG ships with satisfactory precision, and this will help the port
authority to develop better ship traffic organization strategies.

3. The Traffic Simulation Model

The objective of the simulation model is to evaluate the influence of LNG ships on
other ships at Tianjin Port. Thus, the influence that LNG ships and other ships have on one
another should be considered in a systematic manner in the formulation of the simulation
procedure. The simulation procedure for the LNG and other ship traffic is presented in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Simulation procedure for the LNG and other ship traffic.

As can be seen in the figure, the simulation covers the whole process from arrival at
the port, anchoring, entering the port, and berthing, to departure from the port. There are
two LNG berths at Tianjin Port. The waterway can accommodate one-way or two-way
navigation, depending on the navigation regulations and the ship types. The mutual
influence between the LNG ships and the other ships is reflected in the inbound and
outbound waterway states (open or closed), which is expressed as R2 or R3 in the figure.
Besides that, the LNG ships also need to consider the weather and tide conditions, which
are expressed as R1 in the figure. The main reason is that LNG ships usually have very large
drafts, and they can only enter the waterway at high tide. The details of R1, R2, and R3 will
be discussed in the following subsections. Moreover, it should be noted that at Tianjin Port,
LNG ships have higher priority when entering the port waterway, which means that once
the tide level is high enough for LNG ships, other ships should give priority to the LNG
ships. The simulation procedure is largely explained in a qualitative manner in this section.
The simulation parameters will be explained in more detail in a quantitative way in the
following case studies involving Tianjin Port.

3.1. Navigation Restrictions and the Formulation of Regulations

(1) Tide restrictions

Due to the substantial navigational depth requirements of large vessels, it is usually
impossible to meet the navigable requirements for water depth without considering the tide
level. Large ships such as LNG ships need to navigate by tide, making the tide riding level
an essential factor affecting the navigation of ships. According to the Design Code of General
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Layout for Sea Ports, for navigable LNG ships, the navigable water level of waterways
should be the lowest theoretical tide level. Additionally, the Code for Design of Liquefied
Natural Gas Port and Jetty stipulates that “LNG piers should be in waters where LNG ships
are not navigable by tide. And the initial tide level of navigable water depth of navigation
waterways at LNG piers should adopt the local theoretical lowest tide level”.

Due to the fact tide levels change periodically, the window of time within which an
LNG ship can enter a waterway can be determined by comparing the tide riding level of the
ship and the tide level. First, the formula for calculating the tide riding level is as follows:

Hship = L − D + ∆D1 + ∆D2 + ∆D3 (1)

where L is the draft of the ship (m), D is the designed water depth of the waterway (m),
∆D1 is the under-keel clearance (m), and ∆D2 is the difference between the waterway level
and the tidal level (m). Moreover, a ship’s draft can change due to the ship’s speed, its
inclination, a change in the ship’s difference, the navigation reserve, the accuracy of the
depth measurement, etc., all of which are considered in ∆D3. This is related to factors
including the ship’s resistance and cross-sectional area, and is proportional to the square of
ship velocity. A sine curve is used to simulate the tidal variation law, which is presented
over time as follows:

H = Have + R sin
(

t
T
× 360

◦
)

(2)

where H refers to the tide height at t (m), Have is the still-water level (m), T refers to the
tidal variation period (h), and R is the tidal range (m). Based on the above analysis, the
time period during which H > Hship is the period during which an LNG ship can enter a
waterway with a satisfactory draft. It should be noted that before entering the waterway, the
residual time for satisfying such a requirement should be longer than the ship’s navigation
time, and this needs to be considered in the following simulations. The procedure for
deciding whether a ship can enter the waterway is included in the simulation system.

(2) Weather condition restrictions for all ships

Due to the influence of severe weather, rain, fog, and sea ice, the navigation condi-
tions of waterways may be affected, preventing safe navigation. Therefore, navigation is
prohibited for ships in ports during severe weather and sea conditions. The period during
which adverse weather and sea conditions impact waterway navigation has been examined
and subsequently minimized. According to the historical hydrology and meteorology
conditions and the local port regulations, there are in total around 24 days (576 h) per year
during which ships cannot enter or leave the port waterway. In each case, the waterway is
typically closed for 12 h or 24 h.

3.2. Waterway Restrictions

At Tianjin Port, the waterway for LNG ships is a two-way waterway with a total length
of 24.83 n miles. The other ships can carry out two-way navigation with other ships, but
the cannot do this with LNG ships. LNG ships can only carry out one-way navigation, and
other ships cannot appear in front of the LNG ships when they are entering and leaving
the port waterway. However, other ships can navigate behind the LNG ships, with a large
safety distance of 2 n miles. With respect to navigation speed, LNG ships mostly navigate
under 10 knots. That is to say, the LNG ships need around 2.5 h to arrive at the berth from
anchorage. In contrast, other ships can navigate at various speeds, which we assumed to
be uniformly distributed between 10 and 13 knots.

3.3. Ship Operation Time

When ships arrive in the port waters, they need to perform various tasks before leaving
the port, including berthing and unberthing operations, working operations, and so on. In
2022, a total of 135 LNG ships visited Tianjin Port. The distribution of the operation time of
the LNG ships at berth is fitted with the normal distribution on the left in Figure 3. The
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operation time does not vary too much and is distributed at around 24 h. Although the
sample size is not very large, the normal distribution can fit the data at the accepted level
of 95% using the normal fitting function in Matlab R2022a.
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With respect to the other ships, we collected data for 413 ships at Tianjin Port, and
the distribution was also fitted with the normal distribution, as is shown on the right in
Figure 3. A normal distribution with a mean value of 47.71 h and a standard deviation
of 6.73 fits the data well. It can be seen that the frequency (around 50 h) is a little bit
higher than the fitting value. This may be because the ships’ operation times are more
concentrated around the mean value, while the more extreme short and long operation
times are not so common. Despite this, the test results indicate that the data fit the normal
distribution under the accepted 95% level. Therefore, these parameters will be treated as
the input parameters in the following simulation systems.

3.4. Ship Scheduling Regulation

At Tianjin Port, a first-come-first-served (FCFS) scheduling mode is used for both LNG
ships and other ships. However, the LNG ships have higher priority than the other ships
due to their higher requirements, i.e., they can only enter the port during high tide in the
daytime. That is to say, LNG ships are not allowed to navigate in the waterway during
nighttime. Moreover, the number of LNG berths has been increased from one to two, and
this has promoted and increase in the number of LNG ships arriving from 8–9 to 13–15 per
month. With respect to the LNG berths, since two LNG berths are deployed in the same
area, and since they share the waters of one basin, ships in the two berths cannot turn
around and perform docking and unberthing operations at the same time. When two LNG
ships arrive at the port concurrently, the ship which docks at the first LNG berth is given
priority. When two LNG ships leave the port simultaneously, the ship docked at the second
LNG berth will have priority.

Considering the above regulations and restrictions, the LNG ships are given the
highest priority when entering or leaving the port. Moreover, they are not allowed to
perform berthing or unberthing operations simultaneously in the two berths. Other ships
can enter or leave the waterway sequentially only when the safety requirements for the
LNG ships are satisfied.

4. Simulation Formulation Using Arena Software

In this section, the simulation model for the ship traffic system involving both LNG
ships and other ships constructed using Arena software is discussed. In accordance with
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the flowchart in Section 4, the values/distributions of the parameters for the traffic system
at Tianjin Port, which considers the influence of LNG ships, are summarized in Table 1.
According to the historical data, in 2022, 135 LNG ships arrived at Tianjin Port. The
distribution of the berthing times of the LNG ships was obtained from the normal fitting
results shown on the left in Figure 3. Due to the fact that the port waterway would be
closed for 24 days (576 h), the total simulation time for 1 year was set to 341 days (8184
h). Because the waterways close temporarily due to weather conditions, the time interval
between two LNG ships can be treated as an exponential distribution with a parameter of
60.62 h. Similarly, there were on average 1135 other ships per year, and the time interval
between two ships followed an exponential distribution with a parameter of 7.21 h. The
parameters will be applied to the ship transportation system formulation for both the LNG
ships and the other ships.

Table 1. The values/distributions of the parameters for the waterways of the LNG ships at Tianjin
Port.

Parameter Values or Distributions

Time interval between two LNG ships (h) Exponential (60.62) [135 ships per year]
Time interval between two other ships (h) Exponential (7.21) [1135 ships per year]
Navigation speed of LNG ships (kn) 10
Navigation speed of other ships (kn) Uniform (10, 13)
Waterway length (n mile) 24.83
Number of LNG berths 2
Navigation speed of LNG ships (kn) 10
Navigation speed of other ships (kn) 8
Safety distance between LNG ships and other
ships (n mile) 2

Safety distance between other ships (m) 500
Berthing time of LNG ships (h) Normal (23.81, 1.17)
Operating time of other ships (h) Normal (47.71, 6.73)
Waterway closing period due to severe weather
conditions (h) 576

Following the flowchart in Figure 2, the discrete-time simulation model can be con-
structed using Arena software. The reason why Arena software was used is that it offers a
flexible and user-friendly simulation environment for modeling and optimizing complex
systems across diverse industries. With a graphical interface, it enables easy model creation
and dynamic visualization, aiding in process optimization and resource allocation. It
supports experimentation without real-world disruption, and the statistical analysis of
performance indicators.

Using Arena software, the model was composed of three parts: the workflow of the
LNG ships, the workflow of the other ships, and the tide restriction formulations. The
mutual influence between the LNG ships and the other ships was realized by updating
the inbound and outbound channel states. The channel availability for the LNG ships was
determined using the tide restriction formulation model.

The workflow of the LNG ships is presented in Figure 4, which is a snapshot of the
simulation process. It can be seen that at the time point, 69 LNG ships have arrived and
66 ships have left the port. Initially, the arriving LNG ships are randomly generated in
accordance with the arrival rate. The model then checks whether the first LNG ship can
enter the waterway. This is determined by the tide condition, the LNG berth condition,
and the waterway condition. Once an LNG ship has entered or left the channel, it places
more restrictions on the navigation of other ships. Such restrictions are realized by “LNG
Sail in and Impact Channel” and “LNG Sail out and Impact Channel”. These two nodes
change the channel states, which will be further used in the workflow of other ships. The
node “LNG Unload Work” is used for delaying the LNG ship process in accordance with
the berth operation period. After the LNG ship has finished its operations, it will leave the
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port and the corresponding berth is released using “Release LNG berth”. In the meantime,
the number of visiting LNG ships is updated accordingly.
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The simulation workflow of the other ships is presented in Figure 5. It is also a snapshot
of the simulation process. The other ships are created randomly with an exponential
distribution between two consecutive ships. The “Inbound Channel Available?” and
“Outbound Channel Available?” nodes are connected with the channel states in the LNG
ship simulation workflow. The safety distance between two consecutive other ships and
that between other ships and LNG ships are determined using the “Safety Time Gap
Satisfied? In” and “Safety Time Gap Satisfied? Out” nodes. The safety distance is calculated
by multiplying the safety time by the navigation speed of other ships. In this process, the
time gap between ships is continuously updated using nodes such as “Update In Time Gap”
and “Update Out Time Gap”. After a normal ship leaves the port, information including
arriving time, wait time, and whether it was impacted by an LNG ship, among other things,
is recorded. When finishing the whole simulation process, the data can be statistically
analyzed in a systematical way.
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It should be noted that the tide condition has an impact on the LNG ships. Figure 6
presents the tide restriction formulation used in the simulation. It is a regular switch
between tide rise and tide fall stages. As there are two tide rise stages and two tide fall
stages each day, the switch frequency is set to 6 h (Delay 14 and Delay 15). The tide model
is connected with the LNG ship scheduling model in Figure 4. It should be noted that in
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the simulation, the distinction between high tide and low tide is not considered, and the
tide level is assumed to be the same in different periods. Although this is not strictly in line
with common practice, the difference between the water level at high tide and at low tide
does not vary too much. Therefore, the influence of such a distinction is not apparent, and
it would not have much of an impact on the results. Moreover, it should be noted that an
LNG ship can only enter the channel when the residual tide rise period is long enough for
the LNG ship to arrive at the berth waters. This restriction is included in the simulation
model.
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By combining the above three sub-models, a simulation model for the Tianjin Port
ship traffic system involving both LNG ships and other ships can be realized. Since the
discrete-time simulation cannot reach a steady state in the early stage because only a few
ships have arrived and no ships have finished the whole procedure, a warm-up period
of 100 h was set up in the simulations. This meant that the data from the first 100 h of
each simulation were not recorded; only the simulation data from the residual 8184 h were
recorded for further data analysis. Moreover, each simulation was run 5 times with the
same parameters in order to validate that the results were steady and that the fluctuations
were within an acceptable level.

5. Simulations Results and Analysis
5.1. Results and Analysis

In this section, we discuss the simulations of the Tianjin Port waterway traffic system
that were performed using Arena. The results for both normal ship and LNG ship volume
from five parallel simulations are presented in Table 2 along with the historical data from
2022. According to the statistics, from 29 December 2021 to 29 December 2022 in the
“Dagang area” of Tianjin Port, a total of 1450 ships entered and left the port (135 LNG
ships and 1315 other ships). It can be seen that the simulated ship traffic volume largely
fluctuated around the level seen in the real data with limited variations; this indicates that
the simulation system can reflect the real ship traffic system to a large degree.

Table 2. The numbers of normal and LNG ships in the five simulations.

Ship Volume Simulation 1 Simulation 2 Simulation 3 Simulation 4 Simulation 5 Real Data

Other ships 1139 1125 1175 1202 1188 1135
LNG ships 140 128 134 137 132 135

In order to further analyze the overall performance of the ship traffic system, Table 3
presents the waiting time of the ships by summarizing the 5 parallel simulations. Arena
software can summarize the uncertainties in the simulation results. For example, the
average values along with the half widths and other typical parameters can be found in the
simulation results reports. All the data in the subsequent sections are from these reports,
including the confidence intervals and other typical values.
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Table 3. The waiting times for LNG and other ships under the existing navigation situation (all data
are shown in hours).

Waiting Time (h) Average Half Width Minimum
Average

Maximum
Average

Minimum
Value

Maximum
Value

Arriving LNG ships 12.4519 1.64 10.8601 13.6142 0.0566 54.5461
Leaving LNG ships 2.4274 0.27 2.2387 2.7580 0.0119 4.9655
Arriving other ships 2.0467 0.29 1.8221 2.3230 0.0056 5.8633
Leaving other ships 2.1689 0.35 1.8580 2.4754 0.0018 9.0862

The LNG ships usually need to wait for a long time before entering the waterway, with
an average value of 12.45 h and a maximum value of 54.5 h. According to the historical data
from 2022, the average waiting time of an LNG ship was 13.48 h. Due to the uncertainty of
the simulations, the confidential interval from LNG ship waiting time was [10.81, 14.09]
(considering the half width in the table). The historical data also indicate that LNG ships
usually need to wait for around 2.5 h before leaving their berth, and this is also consistent
with the simulation results. Similarly, the historical data indicate that the other ships
usually need to wait for around 2 h before entering the waterway due to the impact of the
LNG ships, and that they also need to wait for 2.1 h before leaving their berth due to the
influence of the LNG ships. Therefore, the simulation results are consistent with the real
data.

LNG ships are influenced by many factors, including the tide conditions, the operation
conditions of other LNG ships in their berths, and the LNG ships leaving the waterway.
However, the waiting time for LNG ships when leaving the port is much shorter, with an
average of 2.42 h and a maximum value of less than 5 h. The average waiting time for
other ships (both arriving and leaving) is around 2 h. A survey of the Tianjin Maritime
Safety Administration and the Tianjin Port Pilot Center provided a subjective evaluation by
relevant experts on the waiting times of other ships due to the impact of LNG ships, which
in general is thought to be between 1.5 h and 3 h. This estimate is similar to the real waiting
times encountered by ships when leaving the port. Although the average waiting time
for other ships is much shorter than that for LNG ships, the traffic volume is much larger.
Therefore, the total waiting time is much longer, and this fact requires special attention.

Besides the waiting time, the queue length is another important indicator when
evaluating the overall traffic efficiency. Table 4 presents the queue lengths of LNG and
other ships in the five simulations along with the distributions. The average queue lengths
for both the LNG ships and the other ships were small, and the entering LNG ships
experienced the longest queues with a maximum value of 0.1133. This means that the
queue length was larger than 1 for more than 10% of the simulated time, with a maximum
queue length of 3. This would be the main reason that some LNG ships have to wait for a
very long time, as can be seen from the data in Table 3. The maximum queue length reaches
4–5 for entering and leaving other ships. Under such circumstances, the ships would wait
for a much longer time, which sacrifices the overall traffic efficiency.

Table 4. The waiting queue for LNG and other ships under the existing navigation situation.

Number Waiting Average Half Width Minimum
Average

Maximum
Average

Minimum
Value

Maximum
Value

Entering LNG ships 0.1133 0.03 0.0930 0.1385 0.00 3.00
Leaving LNG ships 0.0051 0.00 0.0033 0.0091 0.00 1.00
Entering other ships 0.0235 0.00 0.0217 0.0249 0.00 4.00
Leaving other ships 0.0251 0.01 0.0173 0.0344 0.00 5.00

5.2. Simulation with Increased Number of Other Ships

Considering the existing ship traffic situation, it is reasonable to predict that ship
traffic will continue to increase in the near future. Due to the fact that the two LNG berths
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are almost fully utilized, the number of arriving LNG ships would not likely increase.
However, the number of other ships would likely increase to a large degree. Nevertheless,
since the LNG ships usually have the highest priority to enter and leave the waterway, an
increase in the number of other ships would not influence the efficiency of the LNG ships.
However, the influence of the LNG ships on the other ships could be apparent. As a result,
a ship traffic simulation with an increased number of other ships was performed and will
be discussed in this section.

It should be noted that the waterways used by LNG ships can have many different
traffic regulations. The regulations are largely a trade-off between efficiency and safety. The
distinction between the two cases in terms of navigation regulations is present in Table 5.

Table 5. Comparison between two sets of traffic regulations.

Navigation Regulations Case I Case II

Two-way navigation for LNG ships × ×
Two-way navigation for other ships

√ √

Other ships can follow LNG ships at a 1 n mile safety
distance

√ √

Other ships can navigate in front of LNG ships ×
√

Two-way navigation between LNG and other ships × ×
Two-way navigation between other ships ×

√

(1) Case I: The existing traffic regulations

The waterway permits one-way navigation for LNG ships and two-way navigation
for other ships. A 1 n mile safety distance is set for LNG ships navigating in the waterway,
i.e., ships in front of the LNG ships are removed, and ships to the rear can follow at this
safety distance. Moreover, LNG ships are given the highest priority to enter the waterway
in the first place, and ships in front of the LNG ships are prohibited from navigating in the
waterway. Other ships at a distance beyond 1 n mile of the LNG ships on the waterway can
follow to navigate. Under these traffic organization working conditions, the waterway will
not be closed.

(2) Case II: Modified traffic regulations

In order to enhance the overall traffic efficiency, the port may change the regulations.
So, we assume that the traffic regulations will change in the future because the ships’
waiting times would increase tremendously with the increase in the number of LNG ships.
Only by changing the regulations can the waterway utilization be enhanced and the overall
traffic efficiency become acceptable. In view of this, it is assumed that in this case the
waterway permits two-way navigation for both LNG ships and other ships. The front and
rear ships outside the safety distance of the LNG ships on the waterway can navigate, i.e.,
ships in front of the LNG ships can sail, and ships to the rear can follow. That is to say, ships
can navigate 1 n mile in front of and to the rear of the LNG ships. When LNG ships are
entering or leaving the waterway, other ships on the opposite waterway are not allowed to
navigate. However, other ships can navigate in both directions on the waterway, and ships
can navigate in front of and to the rear of LNG ships if they are beyond the safety distance.
It is assumed that such regulations could increase waterway utilization and reduce the
impact of LNG ship navigation on waterway transit capacity. Navigation safety would also
likely increase to some degree.

The simulations of the two cases were all performed five times under the same param-
eters, and the results are presented in Figure 7. The left figure shows the tendency of the
average waiting time under the two sets of regulations, and the right figure is the average
number of other ships waiting. The error bars are the lower and upper boundaries from the
five simulations. With the increase in traffic volume, both the e average waiting time and
the number of other ships waiting increased exponentially under the existing regulations,
and they grew linearly under the new traffic regulations. That is to say, the existing traffic
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regulations would gradually become impracticable. The reason why both the waiting
times and the queue lengths under the new traffic regulations are lower than those under
the existing regulations is that in Case II the navigation regulations were relaxed to some
degree, and this helps promote waterway utilization. For example, ships can navigate in
front of one LNG ship in Case II, which enables some ships to enter or leave the waterway
earlier than they can in Case I.
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By looking at the figures in more detail, the following findings can be obtained: (1)
When the traffic volume of other ships is not too large (less than 4000 ships), in two-ship
traffic regulation cases, ship navigation under the existing regulations does not have any
apparent impact on the waterway transit capacity in the “Dagang area”. The distinction
between them stays at an acceptable level. (2) When the traffic volume of ships further
increases, some ships have to wait in the anchorage waters or near the pier outside the
waterway under the existing regulations, increasing the wait time to a large degree. In the
future, as the traffic volume of ships in the port area increases, new traffic organization
strategies should be adopted to increase the navigable time of other ships.

Moreover, when the number of ships reaches 6000, the existing traffic regulations
become impracticable. The average waterway waiting time rises to 26.27 h, and the average
queue length reaches over 40, which is unacceptable. By then, the waterway transit capacity
is affected to an unacceptable extent, and severe congestion appears in the port operation
area. Hence, the existing traffic regulations need to be replaced with the new regulations.
Under the new regulations, a ship’s average waiting time is 8.78 h, and the average queue
length is reduced to 12.2. These two important parameter values are acceptable.

With respect to the robustness of the simulation system, the error bars in Figure 7
reflect the annual fluctuations in the waiting times among the five parallel simulation years.
Taking the average waiting time as an example, the deviation from the mean value in Case
I lies between 0.6 h and 9.12 h, and in Case II it lies between 0.93 h and 4.35 h among the
five simulation years. One way to reduce such deviations is to prolong the simulation time.
However, this would not better reflect the uncertainties concerning the arriving ships in
different years. Therefore, these fluctuations are common, and decision makers need to
consider such uncertainties when evaluating overall ship traffic efficiency.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, Arena software was used to simulate the whole process from ships
entering the port, to the berthing operation, to ships leaving the port. The simulations of
the existing LNG ship and normal ship traffic volume indicate that the model can reflect
the real circumstances with satisfactory precision. The tendencies of the waiting time and
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queue length indicators following an increase in the number of other ships arriving under
both the existing traffic regulations and new traffic regulations were investigated in more
detail. The results indicate that the simulations can reflect real ship traffic trends at Tianjin
Port. The results also revealed that when the number of other ships arriving annually
reaches 6000, under the existing ship traffic regulations, the ships’ average waiting time
is 26.27 h, and the average queue length of other ships reaches 43.6, severely affecting the
waterway transit capacity. When adopting the new traffic organization regulations, the
ships’ average waiting time can be decreased to 8.78 h, and the average number of waiting
ships can be reduced to 12.2, enhancing the waterway transit efficiency to a large degree.
In the meantime, special attention should be paid to guaranteeing the navigation safety of
all ships.
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